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INTRODUCTION 

There is little controversy about the fact that the world is getting more technologically 

advanced. In both developed and developing countries, technologies are transforming how 

people live.  

 

Knowing how to build, program, and/or use advanced technologies are becoming critical skills 

for the future. It has been estimated that 65 per cent of today’s young people will end up in 

jobs that haven’t yet been invented. Therefore it is imperative to equip young people (YP) with 

essential STEM skills they need for the future.  

 

STEM helps young people prepare for life, regardless of the profession they choose to follow. 

It helps young people to think critically and how to solve problems - skills that can be used 

throughout life to help them get through tough times and take advantage of opportunities 

whenever they appear. It builds confidence and raises aspirations. 



ESSENTIAL STEM SKILLS 

Digital 

Competency 
Communication Team Working 

Organisation 

and Task Setting 

Analytical, 

Systematic and 

Logical Thinking 

Problem Solving 

Creativity and 

Ingenuity  

Curiosity and 

Experimentation 

Handling 

Uncertainty and 

Variability 



TOOLKIT CONTENTS 

1. ICEBREAKERS 

2. QUICK ACTIVITIES 

3. SESSION ACTIVITIES  

4. LOGIC PUZZLES  



ICEBREAKERS 



PAPER AEROPLANE 

Timing ➔ 15-30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker – explore paper aeroplane types and see who can fly the furthest 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP to make their paper aeroplanes based on five different 

designs, making one for each design. Look at 

paperaeroplanes.co.uk for designs and instructions 

2. Test against each other with each type of design. Whose 

aeroplanes can fly the furthest? Straightest? Whose can do tricks? 

3. Ask YP why they think their planes flew as they did. What changes 

could be made to make them fly differently? 

4. Number skills extension:  

 Make a chart to record your results on a flipchart or PC 

 With the YP, work out an average distance flown for each 

type of plane in your paper aeroplane experiment 

 Then, calculate the adjusted average by not using the lowest 

and highest figures to work out your average, just the three 

in the middle. This is to discount outliers, a gust of wind or a 

bad throw can make one or more of your results wrong 

 Lots of paper to make planes 

 Loads of space – large room or 

hallway. You can fly them 

outside but it must be on a day 

with no wind. 

 A long tape measure - 50 or 100 

meters long 

 A chart to record your results in 

http://www.paperairplanes.co.uk/


HUMAN ORIGAMI 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Arrange four chairs together in a square so that the back of a chair 

is on each side of the square 

2. Get four YP and get them to each sit sideways on a chair. The 

volunteers should all lean backwards until they are lying on top of 

the knees of the volunteer behind 

3. At this point you can remove the chairs one by one. With luck, the 

YP will remain in the same state 

4. To safely get out of the position the YP must link their inside arms 

together and pull themselves up. This must be done 

simultaneously 

 Four chairs 

 

Explanation: This is an example of 

a structure which relies on all its 

individual parts to provide its 

stability. If one part is removed it will 

become unstable and collapse.  

Timing ➔ 15 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker – analogy of teamwork 



NATURAL SELECTION 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Tape a brown piece of string about 185cm tall to a large wall. Then 

place green post-it notes all along the string up to the top. The 

string represents a tree trunk, the post-its represent leaves. YP 

should then all try to pick a leaf WITHOUT using tip toes. Those 

who can reach a leaf survive (leaf height to be adjusted as per 

group of YP) 

 

2. Ask the group of YP to find an item in the room that matches the 

colour of their trousers. If they find one, they should go and stand 

by it. They are now camouflaged and survive   

 

3.  Finally, lay out some snacks, such as crisps or popcorn, at one end 

of room in three bowls. Ask the YP to stand at the other end of the 

room and to run towards the bowls at the sound of a whistle or 

count down. Those who reach the bowls first are the fastest and 

survive 

 Brown string  

 Green post-it notes  

 Three bowls 

 Popcorn or sweets 

Timing ➔ 15 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker – explore evolution through quick activities 



SUMO WRESTLER  

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Challenge a (small) volunteer (A) to push another YP (B) over. Ask 

A to stand to B’s side and place both hands on their arm and push. 

B should stand with their feet together but be ready to stop 

themselves as they start to topple. They should find this fairly easy 

 

2. Now tell them to try again but this time both stand with a wide 

(sumo) stance. As they struggle, you can encourage other 

volunteers to help 

Explanation:  

 

In order to push A over, B must 

unbalance them. When standing 

still, A’s centre of mass is directly in 

between their feet. If they are 

pushed to the side, their centre of 

mass is outside of their feet and 

they topple over.  

 

By adopting a sumo stance they 

effectively create a wide base and it 

is much harder to get their centre of 

mass outside of this area. They are 

much more stable.  

Timing ➔ 15 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker – can be used to explain the importance of stable foundations in one’s life 



ROPE HANDCUFFS PUZZLE 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Get a YP (A) to put their hands through the looped handcuff ends 

of a piece of rope. Then get a second YP (B) to do the same with a 

second piece of rope which is looped around the first rope. See 

http://britton.disted.camosun.bc.ca/jbhandcuff.htm for pictures  

2. Challenge them to free themselves without taking their hands out 

of the ends of the rope. The YP will tie themselves up into all kinds 

of knots to the amusement of those watching 

3. The solution is to position Rope A ‘s so that it dangles under one of 

the hands of Person B. Person A should take hold of the middle of 

their rope and pull it through the loop below person B’s wrist, up 

over their hand and under the loop going over their wrist 

4. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzzxNpz6wBY for a video 

 Two pieces of rope, looped at 

the ends 

Timing ➔ 15 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker – lateral thinking and managing frustrations 

http://britton.disted.camosun.bc.ca/jbhandcuff.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzzxNpz6wBY


MYSTERY BOX 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Ask the YP what it might be like to feel their way through the dark. 

How could they tell where they are? Have they ever tried finding a 

light switch in the dark? Was it easy or hard? 

2. This could work as a team competition, or a whole group activity. 

For teams, divide the YP into teams, with one person from each 

team designated as the “Describer” 

3. The Describer is blindfolded and has to describe to help the team 

determine what’s inside a box, using only their hands to feel the 

object. The group with the most correct answers win  

4. Once the Describers are all ready, place random objects in the 

boxes, one object per box 

5. The other team members should help the Describer guide their 

hand into the box and feel around. Ask questions like “Is it 

smooth?”, “Is it round?”, “Is it heavy?”, to help narrow down the 

choices. Once they have guessed, the team records their answers 

on a flip chart/tablet 

6. After the activity, bring everyone together to share observations. 

Was it easy or hard to work out the objects? How many did each 

team get right?  

 One or more cardboard boxes 

 Scrap pieces of fabric 

 Glue 

 Scissors  

 Miscellaneous objects (e.g. 

kitchen equipment, office tools, 

etc. available in the Centre) 

  

Optional Materials: 

 Blindfold 

 Cloth bag 

 Paint, markers 

Timing ➔  15-30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker – practice communication skills 



POP ROCKETS 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Give each YP a film canister. Attach the fizzy tablet (one-quarter to 

one-half tablet) to the inside of the lid of the film canister. Put water into 

the canister until it is about one-quarter full 

 

2. Ask the YP to put the lid (and tablet) tightly on the canister and turn 

it upside down, and run quickly back from their canisters. Wait! (The 

canister comes away from the lid with some force) 

 

3. Try it again! Vary the temperature of the water and note if there is 

any difference in the height to which the ‘rocket’ shoots. What about 

shaking the canister vigorously before setting it down?  

 Film canister (no hole), any 

tablet that dissolves and fizzes 

e.g. Alka-Seltzer, Vitamin C 

tablets 

 

How does it work?  

When water is added to a fizzy 

tablet the gas carbon dioxide is 

released. The pressure of the 

carbon dioxide gas builds up inside 

the canister until it becomes so 

great that it blows the canister from 

its lid. The gas rushing out of the 

end of the canister pushes it in the 

opposite direction. The ‘rocket’ can 

shoot up to five metres into the air. 

Timing ➔ 10 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker / Quick Activity – fun energiser 



QUICK 

ACTIVITIES 



I AM A ROBOT  

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will work together to give or write instructions to a “Robot” to 

make them a butter and jam sandwich. If the group is large, you 

could split into two groups and have a competition. When finished, 

have the YP read their instructions aloud to a “Robot”. You, as the 

facilitator, may play the robot, and follow their instructions exactly 

 

2. There may be significant errors in the instructions, so afterwards, 

have them think about why the directions needed to be exact? Do 

computers need exact instructions? Were more steps or fewer 

steps better and why?  

 

3. See full method on the next page 

 One jar of butter  

 One jar of jam 

 One loaf of bread  

 One butter knife 

 

Timing ➔  30 minutes  

Use for ➔ Quick Group Activity – communication skills, logical thinking, giving instructions 



Resources  One jar of peanut butter, one jar of jam, one loaf of bread and one butter knife 

Method 

 The activity leader or other adult will be a robot, and the participants will give it instructions in 

order to make a jam sandwich 

 The participants can use these words (to make instructions): Objects like bread slice, knife 

blade, knife handle, jam jar, jar lid, butter lid, butter tub, butter, plate, bread packet. Actions 

like pick up, press down, put down, unscrew, remove, cut, spread, stop, put, hold, soft, hard, 

slow, fast, turn, top, bottom, repeat x times, left, right, hold, drop, raise, lower, scoop 

 It might be useful to write this "robot API" on a blackboard or similar, or print out on paper for 

the participants to refer to 

 The participants need to write a series of instructions that only use the words provided. Each 

command must contain a left or right hand indicator. E.g. "right hand pick up knife handle".  

 As the robot, be pedantic and petty. Do exactly what pupils tell you even if it involves putting 

your hand in the butter or jam. When situations like this arise the young people should be 

encouraged to refine and debug their instructions as a normal part of computing 

 See the accompanying video to see common errors and examples that are correct. Showing 

the video to the group spoils the fun so DO NOT show to young people 

 Watch this video for a visual representation of activity: Robot PBJ Sandwich  

Results 

 After 5–10 minutes of activity, when every team has had a YP guess an object, bring them 

together to share their observations with each other. Was it easy or hard to work out the 

objects? How many did each team get right?  

METHOD: I AM A ROBOT  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=leBEFaVHllE


CORNFLOUR GOO 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

YP will make their own goo that is both liquid and solid all at once! YP 

will then use their goo to perform an experiment with an egg drop.  

 

How will it work?  

When you mix cornflour with water, the large cornflour particles remain 

'suspended' (float around) in the liquid. Cornflour goo is thick because 

the particles are packed very close together, yet they are still able to 

slip past each other. When you stir the mixture slowly it acts like a 

liquid because the suspended particles have time to move past each 

other. Yet when you put sudden stress on the mixture, by punching it 

for example, the water quickly flows out of the area but the particles do 

not have enough time to move out of the way. The cornflour particles 

temporarily stay packed up where they are, which makes the slime act 

like a solid. 

 

Quicksand has similar properties to the 'shear thickening' slime 

mixture. If you struggle to escape quicksand, you apply pressure to it 

and it becomes hard - making it difficult to escape. 

 

See full method on the next page. 

 Large mixing bowl 

 Measuring jug 

 Cornflour 

 Water 

 Spoon 

 Clear re-sealable storage bag 

 Uncooked egg 

 Food dye (optional) 

 Plastic disposable gloves 

(optional) 

Timing ➔  30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – investigation, get messy with a special mixture 



Resources 
 Cornflour , Measuring jug, Bowls, Spoon, Re-sealable storage bags  

 Uncooked eggs, Food dye (optional), Plastic disposable gloves (optional)   

Method 

 Divide the YP around a table, each with their own bowl. Ask them to place a few spoonfuls of 

cornflour into the bowl. Make a well in the flour, and slowly add some water, and mix. If you 

want to make coloured slime, add a few drops of food dye to the water 

 Keep adding water and mixing until the cornflour and water have blended together and the 

slime is the consistency of custard. You can add more cornflour to make the slime thicker, or 

more water to make the slime thinner 

 Try punching the slime, making sure you withdraw your fist back quickly. You would expect most 

fluids to splash, but you'll find this mixture instantly turns hard. This is because, under the force 

of your punch, the water in the slime quickly flows away from the site of impact and leaves 

behind a very dense patch of cornflour particles in front of your fist 

 Now try scooping some of the slime into your hand and rolling it into a ball between your palms. 

As long as you keep pressure on it, the solid mixture will keep the shape of the ball. Stop 

rubbing however and it soon trickles back into the bowl as a liquid. 

 Finally, spoon some of the slime into a re-sealable storage bag, up to two-thirds full, then gently 

push an uncooked egg into the mixture. Find a clear area where you can safely drop the bag 

from a height of around two-three metres. Make sure you seal the bag tightly before you let go 

 You would expect the egg to break if it was suspended in a Newtonian liquid that has a constant 

viscosity (resistance to flow), like water for example. However, because of its non-Newtonian 

properties, as the slime hits the ground it forms a solid around the egg. This means that the 

force of the fall is evenly distributed around the shell's surface and it stays intact. How high can 

you drop it until the egg breaks? 

 Video Demo  

METHOD: CORNFLOUR GOO 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idCFb3DqWkk


ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Measure the speed of light using chocolate and a microwave.  

1. Demonstrate how microwaves work: it sends waves of energy that vibrate 

water particles, transferring energy to them, and therefore heat up the food. 

Have two YP stand with a cable rope and have one flick the rope towards the 

other in one big wave motion. Then have both YP create waves in the rope by 

moving it vigorously. This is an example of how waves carry energy!  

2. For the main activity, take the turnplate out of the microwave. Put the 

chocolate bar in and set the microwave on high for 15-20 seconds. When you 

take the bar out, parts of the bar should have started melting. The melted 

spots show the peaks in the wave’s energy – the turnplate normally helps 

make sure food heats up evenly by rotating food through the hotspots within a 

microwave. Using a ruler, measure the distance between the centres of two 

melted spots, and double it to get the wavelength of the microwaves 

3. Look at the back of the microwave and find the frequency (usually given in 

gigahertz). Multiply that number by one million to give how many times the 

waves vibrate per second. Then, multiply the answer by your wavelength. 

This gives the calculation for the speed of the microwaves 

4. Microwaves and light are both electromagnetic waves and travel at the same 

speed, so you also have the estimate for the speed of light!  

 Microwave oven 

 Cable  

 Chocolate bar 

 Ruler 

Video Instructions 

Timing ➔ 30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – numeracy 

SPEED OF LIGHT:  

WITH CHOCOLATE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpB1wezpJeE&index=15&list=PL_hfIyUEz11yPKjkDEEaX6xblgbW11FbO


SAVE OUR SNACKS 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will make packaging that protects a crisp or biscuit from being 

crushed in the post. They can work in teams or individually on this  

 

2. YP will “post” their package by dropping it into a box, and shaking 

the box to resemble mail transit. The team/YP that protects their 

crisp with the lightest and smallest packing wins 

 Uniformly shaped crisps, pretzel 

or biscuit  

 Digital scales  

 Ruler  

 Record sheet  

 Stamps  

 Lots of different packaging 

materials, which could include 

shredded paper, card, bubble 

wrap, cotton wool, brown paper, 

sticky labels, tape, scissors, 

coffee cup lids 

Timing ➔ 30-40 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – creative thinking and problem solving 



Resources 

 One uniform snack, e.g. crisp, pretzel, biscuit  

 Variety of packaging materials, e.g. shredded paper, card, bubble wrap, cotton wool, brown 

paper, tape, coffee cup lids, polystyrene packing peanuts  

 Scissors, tape 

 Ruler 

 Scales  

 Flip chart  

Methods 

 Brief the YP that they need to design the smallest, lightest package possible that will keep the 

snack from breaking if it went through the post 

 Hand out materials (give each group/YP the same materials to ensure fairness), and have the 

YP work individually or in teams to design, build and test the package before you “post it” 

 Clearly label packages on the outside with the name of group 

 Weigh and measure each package and record the weights on the flip chart or tablet – remind 

the YP to keep the volume and mass as low as they can  

 Put your package in the “post”: Put all packages in a larger box and shake, move, slide across 

tables, replicating the posting process 

 Then unwrap the packages and use this survival score sheet to determine who/which team 

won 

Results 

 There is a balance to be struck between producing the most protective package and making it 

as small and light as possible. If YP go to either extreme they will lose the challenge, so each 

group will have to decide how far to focus on each consideration 

 Which group won? Can YP discuss why their design worked or was flawed? What would they 

do differently next time?  

METHOD: SAVE OUR SNACKS 

http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/~/media/Educators/Educators_downloads/save_our_snacks_survival_scores.ashx


ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Have YP light the candles  

2. Add several tablespoons of bicarbonate of soda to the jug. Pour 

white vinegar into the jug and mix. Tip the jug slightly and move it over 

the candles. Make sure the liquid doesn't touch the candles 

3. Did you see the candles go out? How did it happen?  

 

What is happening?  

The vinegar and bicarbonate of soda react to form carbon dioxide. This 

is heavier than air and so stays in the jug when the jug is upright. 

When you tip the jug, the carbon dioxide pours out. Fire needs oxygen 

to burn. The air has around 20 per cent oxygen. When you tip the jug, 

the carbon dioxide pours out and pushes oxygen out of the way. 

Without oxygen the candles go out. Have a look at a red fire 

extinguisher. They work in the same way as your fire extinguisher, by 

using carbon dioxide to displace the oxygen that the fire needs to burn. 

 Candles 

 Matches 

 Jug 

 Vinegar 

 Bicarbonate of soda 

Timing ➔ 20 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity 

MAKE YOUR OWN FIRE 

EXTINGUISHER 



THE MARTIANS HAVE 

LANDED 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Background: A group of Martians has just landed at your Centre. 

They do not understand any Earth languages, only graphic symbols. 

They want to know all about Earth. As the facilitator, you can represent 

the aliens.  

 

1. YP work in teams to prepare a short speech composed of graphic 

symbols to welcome them and explain a bit about Earth living. They 

choose the topics: how we cook, leisure activities, what we wear, etc. 

Tape the speeches on the walls. Have participants review each other’s 

speeches 

 

2. As a group, select the one speech you would present to the Martians 

and attempt to present it via body language and interpretive movement 

 Flip chart and pens  

 Tape 

Timing ➔ 30-45 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – communication, teamwork, creative thinking 



POPCORN EXPERIMENTS  

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will make a simple data chart on the Smart board or a flip 

chart. You will use this to record the results of your experiments 

with popcorn 

 

2. The experiment will be to see what pops better: White corn vs. 

Yellow corn. Finally: Which is tastiest?  

 

See the full method on the next page. 

 A hot air popper or a pan  

 30ml oil and a stove 

 A large bowl 

 A tablespoon 

 A large measuring jug 

 Chart for recording your results 

Timing ➔  30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity 



Resources 

 A good supply of both yellow and white popcorn kernels. 

 A hot air popper or a pan, a 30ml oil and a stove 

 A large bowl 

 A tablespoon 

 A large measuring jug 

 Chart for recording your results. 

Method 

 Brief the YP about the “hypothesis”: White kernels pop better than yellow kernels. The 

“variable” is the type of popcorn kernel. How you will “measure” the hypothesis is by 

seeing the number of popped kernels and the volume after popping 

 Make a data chart on a flip board. Use this example. You will use the flip chart to record 

the results of your experiments with popcorn 

 Count out 100 kernels of white popcorn, and heat until you can no longer hear any 

popping 

 Let everything cool down and then count the number of popped kernels. Record this on 

your chart. Because you counted 100 kernels, we can write this number down as a 

percentage 

 Tip the popped corn into a measuring jug and measure the volume in ml. Record these 

numbers on your chart 

 Repeat two more times for the white popcorn. In the same way, test the yellow kernels 

three times 

Results  Examine the data. Which popcorn pops best? Which is tastiest? Any correlation?  

METHOD:  

POPCORN EXPERIMENT 

https://explorable.com/experiments-with-popcorn


CHAIN REACTION 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Set up the room by standing wooden blocks in measured intervals 

(enough space in between blocks for two people to stand, work, and 

create a device) along a large table or floor space 

 

2. Pair off YP into teams of two. Explain that each team needs to 

create a device that will push over the next wooden block and keep the 

“chain reaction” going. The first team must create a device to push 

over the first block, the second team must push over the second block, 

etc. They can use any of the materials and have 40 minutes 

 

3. Once the teams are finished, countdown to trying out the devices 

the YP have made! They can use a “magic finger” in the case their 

device does not work, and push over the next block to keep reaction 

going 

 Wooden blocks  

 

 A big box with random objects 

that can be used to make a 

force reaction device. Can 

include scissors, glue, tape, 

sticks, cardboard, balls, wood 

blocks, tubing, string, cups, 

cans, bowls, toys, etc 

Timing ➔ 45 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – teamwork, engineering, communication, creativity 



INVISIBLE INK 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. In this activity, YP will make their own invisible ink and write 

messages on a piece of paper 

2. The YP will then switch papers with another YP and “decode” the 

message through a scientific process 

 

See the full method on the next page. 

 

1. Possible extension activities include investigating codes and 

ciphers, which can combine with invisible ink to make it hard to 

crack secret messages. Do the YP have what it takes to be secret 

intelligence? 

 Milk 

 Paper 

 Clean paintbrush or cotton swab 

 Desk lamp shade/light 

Timing ➔ 30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – communication, problem solving 



Resources 

 Milk  

 Paper 

 Clean paintbrushes/cotton swabs  

 Desk lamp shade or light  

Method 

 Tell YP that they will make secret messages with invisible ink, and swap with each other 

to decode them. The messages should be focused on pre-determined topics such as: 

“What are you doing later?” or “What’s your favourite food?”  

 YP to get milk and dip paintbrush or cotton swab in it and using this as ink. Write on 

clean sheet of paper with paintbrush and allow it to dry 

 Collect all the sheets, mix up and hand out again for the YP to decode. To do this, they 

need to simply apply heat to the paper – e.g. turn on desk lamps and hold paper close 

to the bulb – the writing should darken 

 YP should then guess whose secret message they have, based on the information 

  Extension activity: investigate codes and ciphers 

Results 

 Group discussion: how does this work?  

 There are several other materials you can use in the absence of milk. You can use 

lemon or lemon juice, baking soda mixed with water, vinegar or even grape juice. 

Basically, just anything acidic can be used as invisible ink. Also for the heating agent, 

you can make use of other heat sources such as sunlight or gas stove 

 Milk, lemon, vinegar, grape juice or any other acidic liquid, weakens the paper when 

applied. When you apply heat to it, the portion where you wrote your message oxidises 

and burns faster than the surrounding paper dry from the ink. The said portion will turn 

brown, thus revealing your secret message 

METHOD: INVISIBLE INK 



BIRD FEEDERS 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. Give every other YP an orange. Ask them to cut it in half and give 

one half to a YP without an orange 

2. Scoop out the flesh of the orange and discard 

3. Poke two symmetric holes on either side of the orange, and thread 

through some string. Tie the string together, so that the orange can 

be hung from a tree 

4. Mix the seeds and lard together in a mixing bowl. YP can take 

turns using their hands or a mixing spoon 

5. YP then take a big spoonful of the mixture and pack densely into 

their half of the feeder 

6. Go hang your feeders outside! Maybe you can sit and watch to 

see if birds appear 

 Good quality seed mix  

 Lard  

 Oranges  

 String  

 Mixing Bowls  

 Spoons  

 Scissors 

 Knife  

Timing ➔ 30-45 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – exploring nature 



SCRIBBLING ROBOTS 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Young people will make their own robots – that can draw!  

 

1. First take the plastic pot and felt tip pens. Attach the pens tip down to 

the pots as robot legs 

2. Then take the motor and AA battery. Connect the two wires from the 

motor to the battery and make sure the motor is spinning 

3. Take the plasticine and roll it into a lump. Attach it to the motor at an 

off kilter angle – it can be any shape as long as it is odd 

4. Then take the elastic band, and wrap it around the battery 

5. Attach the battery and motor to the plastic cup with tape 

6. Take the lids off the pens and set the robot down on A3 paper 

7. Attach the wires to the battery and your robot should start scribbling! 

8. What happens if you change the size of the plasticine lump? What 

about adding more pens/different colours? Get creative!  

9. Watch the video for a visual demonstration 

 Plastic pots 

 Felt Tip Pens 

 Tape 

 AA Batteries  

 Plastcine  

 Elastic bands 

 Small motors (3 volt)  

 A3 White Paper  

Timing ➔ 30-45 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity – creativity, problem solving 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVrfcTPSzyo


JUMPING COINS 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will learn a simple “magic trick” – to make coins jump in a 

bottle - without shaking them 

 

2. Have a group discussion after the activity to discuss why the coins 

“jump” on their own 

 

See the full method on the next page 

 Cold water in a container 

 Glass soft drink/soda bottle with 

a small mouth 

 Coin slightly bigger than bottle 

opening 

Timing ➔ 20 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity  



Resources 

 Cold water in a container  

 Glass soft drink/soda bottle with a small mouth  

 Coin slightly bigger than bottle opening  

Method 

 Firs, fill a container with ice cold water. Put the bottle in the water upside down, so the 

bottleneck is in the ice cold water 

 Put the coin in with the bottle. Chilling both the glass bottle and the coin in the ice cold 

water is important, do not fill the bottle with water. Chilling the bottleneck and the coin will 

allow the top of the bottle to have that airtight seal when you place the coin on the mouth 

of the glass bottle 

 Next, wrap both your hands around the body of the bottle and observe the behaviour of 

the coin. Afterwards, release the bottle from your grip and observe what happens to the 

coin 

Results 

 How does it this work? Any guesses?  

 The behaviour of the coin can be explained by the concept of thermal expansion. Simply, 

this is what happens when heat is applied to something, which causes it to change in 

volume. This is because heat causes particles to become more energetic and to move 

around more, so taking up more space 

 As the air expands, it pushes its way out of the bottle thus causing the cover, in this case 

the coin, to vibrate or jump up and down. This is what makes your coin magically jump! 

The coin will only stop jumping when the air inside the bottle eventually cools down 

METHOD: JUMPING COINS 



SCRAMBLED EGGS:  

INSIDE THE SHELL 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Have YP scramble eggs – without breaking the shell!  

 

1. Cut an X shape into the top of the tennis ball big enough for an egg to go 

through. Cut holes on opposite sides for shoelaces to go through and string 

through the shoelaces 

2. Push the egg into the tennis ball and tape up the X hole with duct tape 

and then secure with elastic bands. 

3. Take a lace in each hand and spin the tennis ball vigorously and stop 

every once in a while to pull the laces, the spin the opposite direction – do 

this for about four minutes. Then, boil the egg in water for ten minutes.  

4. Once done, cool it down in cold water before removing the shell and 

cutting in half. The egg should be a uniform golden color and look spongy 

and scrambled. 

 

What is happening? Watch the video for a demo and explanation of how it 

works. 

 Tennis ball 

 Shoelaces  

 Tape  

 Elastic bands 

 Scissors/Knife 

 Eggs 

Timing ➔ 30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCAsQU5I6Rg&list=PL_hfIyUEz11yPKjkDEEaX6xblgbW11FbO&index=3


ONLINE STEM GAMES  

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP can spend some time online playing a range of games from the 

Royal Institution of Science exploring STEM concepts and the 

natural world 

 

2. YP can also play on Lumosity, testing their mental power and 

agility through various games 

 STEM Online Games 

 Lumosity  

 Computer with internet and/or 

Tablets with internet  

Timing ➔ 15 – 30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity  

http://rigb.org/education/games
http://www.lumosity.com/


STEM CAREERS ACTIVITY 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. 3M Careerwise encourages YP to think about their interests and 

motivations. By answering a series of simple questions, they get a 

personalised profile and are introduced to real 3M employees who 

share some of their characteristics 

 

2. YP take the quiz online, research their results, and then present to 

the class 

 Computers with internet, or 

Tablets with internet  

 3M Careerwise Quiz  

Timing ➔ 30 minutes 

Use for ➔ Quick Activity  

http://www.3mcareerwise.co.uk/
http://www.3mcareerwise.co.uk/
http://www.3mcareerwise.co.uk/
http://www.3mcareerwise.co.uk/


SESSION 

ACTIVITIES 



WHAT DOES IT TASTE LIKE? 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Background: 2,000 people have synaesthesia which is a condition in 

which the five senses intermingle. Some see colours when they hear music 

or words. There is even a case of one man who tastes spoken words. The 

flavours are very specific: orange, mince, apricots, tomato soup, turkey and 

even ear wax. 

  

1. Ask the group of YP a series of questions, such as: What word would 

taste like tomato soup? What would the word ‘government’ taste like? What 

flavour best represents your attitude toward life? What does a 

brainstorming session taste like? Record thoughts on a flip chart 

 

2. Then ask each YP to dissolve half of a Miracle Berry Fruit Sweet on their 

tongue and taste various sour foods such as lemon wedges, grapefruit, 

oranges, dark chocolate, pickles. What do they taste? Why has their taste 

suddenly changed? What could they eat or drink now that they couldn’t 

before? Record thoughts on the flip chart and compare with perceptions of 

taste before Myberry Tablets 

 Lemons 

 Grapefruits  

 Pickles 

 Dark Chocolate 

 Myberry Tablets 

 

Timing ➔  30 - 40 minutes 

Use for ➔ Session Activity - communication, experimentation 

http://mymberry.co.uk/
http://mymberry.co.uk/
http://mymberry.co.uk/


STRAWBERRY DNA 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will extract and isolate the DNA from strawberries using 

household ingredients 

 

2. Follow the activity plan in order to extract the DNA from 

strawberries 

 

3. After the extraction, YP will find human DNA photos on tablets and 

compare to the shape and structure of the strawberry. They can 

have a group discussion regarding the question: How would/do we 

extract human DNA?  

 Strawberries 

 Isopropyl alcohol (5ml) 

 Washing-up liquid (10ml) 

 Salt (1/4 tsp) 

 Zip-lock bag 

 Sieve 

 Water (90ml) 

 Measuring utensils 

 Beakers or similar containers 

 Tweezers 

 Pipette (optional) 

 Spoon 

 

Timing ➔  1 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity  



Resources 

 Strawberries  

 Isopropyl alcohol, washing-up liquid, salt , water  

 Zipper-lock bag, seve, measuring utensils 

 Beakers or similar containers 

 Tweezers, pipette (optional), spoon 

Method 

 Put a bottle of isopropyl alcohol in the freezer 

 Measure 90ml of water into a beaker or similar container. Pour 10ml of washing-up liquid into the 

90ml of water. Add 1/4 tsp of salt to the liquid in the beaker. Mix it all up and now you've got a 

homemade extraction solution! 

 Place one strawberry in a plastic zip-lock bag. Pour your extraction solution into the bag with the 

strawberry. Remove as much air from the bag as possible and seal it. Use hands to mash, smash, 

and mush the strawberry inside of the bag until there are no large pieces remaining 

 Pour the resulting strawberry and extraction solution mixture through a sieve and into a beaker or 

similar container. From the container it is currently in, transfer the solution into a smaller beaker or 

similar container that holds around 50-100ml of fluid. Add 5ml of your chilled isopropyl alcohol to 

the solution and hold the mixture at eye level 

 Can you see how there is a separation of white "stuff" atop the rest of the solution? That's the DNA 

of the strawberry. Gently remove the DNA from the solution using tweezers 

Results 

 The long thick fibres YP pull out of the extraction solution are strands of strawberry DNA. DNA is 

present in every cell of all plants and animals and determines the genetics of the organisms 

 While other fruits are soft and just as easy to pulverise, strawberries are the perfect choice for a 

DNA extraction lab for two reasons: they yield more DNA than any other fruits, and they also have 

eight copies of each type of DNA chromosome, so it’s easier to extract and see them 

 To extract the DNA, each component of the extraction solution plays a part. The washing-up liquid 

helps to dissolve the cell membranes. The salt is added to break up protein chains that hold the 

DNA together, thereby releasing the strands. Finally, DNA is not soluble in isopropyl alcohol, and 

even less so when the alcohol is ice cold 

METHOD: STRAWBERRY DNA 



MAKING CHEESE 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will work in groups to make their own blocks of cheese 

 

2. YP will notice differences between different methods of making 

cheese (taste, texture, etc), supermarket-bought cheese, and 

hold a competition for the best cheese!  

 

 

 Three cups of whole milk 

 One cup of heavy cream (see 

note above about using less) 

 Half a teaspoon of  coarse sea 

salt 

 Three tablespoons of freshly 

squeezed lemon juice 

 Use of kitchen and cooking 

equipment  

Timing ➔  1-1.5 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity  



Resources 
 Milk, heavy cream, salt, lemons  

 Kitchen  

 Cheesecloth or coffee filter  

Method 

 Ask the YP to name as many different foods as they can that are made with milk. How do they 

think milk is turned into those foods? If cheese is not listed, you should mention it and ask the YP 

to name all of the different kinds of cheese they know of. How are some of these cheeses 

different from each other (flavour, colour, hard or soft, etc.)? 

 Identify roles for each YP: Who will read out recipe method, who will stir, who will clear surfaces, 

etc.  

 Pour the milk, cream and salt into a large nonreactive saucepan. Attach a deep-fry thermometer. 

Heat the milk to 190°F, stirring it occasionally to keep it from burning on the bottom. Remove from 

the heat and add the lemon juice, then stir it once or twice, gently and slowly. Let the pot sit 

undisturbed for five minutes 

 Line a colander with a few layers of cheesecloth and place it over a large bowl (to catch the 

whey). Pour the curds and whey into the colander and let the curds strain for an hour 

 After an hour, you’ll have a tender, spreadable ricotta 

 If you have more time, at two hours, it will be spreadable but a bit firmer, almost like cream 

cheese (it will firm as it cools, so do not judge its final texture by what you have in your 

cheesecloth). Eat the ricotta right away or transfer it to an airtight container and refrigerate 

Results 
 What did the YP notice? How did the cheese taste? What do they think the process was like – 

changing milk to cheese – was it surprising how much milk was needed to make a small bowl of 

cheese?  

METHOD: MAKING CHEESE 



CAKES IN A CUP 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will make a simple cake batter and cook it in a microwave. 

They will learn how the ingredients react together to make cake 

 

2. Follow the cakes in a cup recipe and have each YP experiment 

with different combinations of ingredients to see what effect they 

have. The person who makes the best cake in a cup wins 

For each cake in a cup:  

 

 Four tablespoons of plain flour  

 Two tablespoons of caster sugar  

 ¼ teaspoon of baking powder  

 One small/medium egg  

 Two tablespoons of vegetable oil  

 Two tablespoons of water 

Timing ➔  40 minutes 

Use for ➔ Session Activity  



Resources 

 A microwave  

 Microwaveable mugs/cups  

 Plain flour, baking powder, eggs, vegetable oil, water  

 Measuring spoons  

 Flip chart 

Method 

 Get YP to read and follow the recipe and make it in their cup: four tablespoons of plain flour, two 

tablespoons of caster sugar, ¼ teaspoon of baking powder, one small/medium egg , two 

tablespoons of vegetable oil, two tablespoons of water  

 Stir the ingredients together thoroughly using a fork. Make sure there are no dry bits of flour left 

at the bottom of the mug. Cook the mixture in the microwave on full power for two minutes 

 Introduce the idea that different ingredients do different things for the cake and try to get YP to 

suggest experimenting to see what happens when you remove one ingredient at a time. See 

what happens when you make cakes, leaving out one ingredient at a time. For example, leave 

out the egg, leave out the oil, leave out the baking powder 

 Examine the resulting cakes and record the results on the flip chart. Which are tastiest? Which 

are the worst?  

Results 

 Explain each component of cake, and why it is important: The microwave provides the energy 

needed for the chemical reactions to take place and turn the mixture into cake. Removing the 

baking powder produces a flat cake which isn’t very spongy. That’s because baking powder 

contains chemicals which react to produce carbon dioxide gas which gets trapped in little pockets 

in the cake when it cooks. Removing the egg produces a cake that doesn’t have much structure. 

That’s because eggs contain long chain-like molecules (called proteins) which unravel and form 

new hard, strong structures inside the cake when cooked, as you’ll know if you’ve fried or boiled 

an egg. Removing the oil from the recipe produces a very dry cake because without the oil to 

coat the other ingredients, the cake mixture dries out when heated 

METHOD: CAKES IN A CUP 



SOAP CHALLENGE 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will explore physical changes in materials and design 

concepts by melting and remoulding soap to fit their own 

designs. They will leave session with their own bespoke soap 

bars 

 

2. Opportunity to discuss with group entrepreneurial awareness – 

how could they start a small business off the back of this 

activity? 

 Bar of white soap (one for each 

YP) 

 Bowl or jug  

 Cheese grater  

 Warm water  

 Food colouring  

 Mixing utensils  

 Plastic tray  

 Pipette  

 Latex-free gloves or washing-up 

gloves  

 Food flavouring or fragrance oils 

Glitter  

 Cake cases, silicone ice trays or 

baking trays, cookie cutters, 

decorative packaging 

Timing ➔  30-40 minutes  

Use for ➔ Session Activity  



Resources 

 Soap bars 

 One mixing bowl or jug, of at least 500ml capacity, one cheese grater, preferably with 

several different grating plates, mixing utensils (a variety of forks, spoons and spatulas 

if possible) 

 Warm water from a hot tap or kettle, food colouring 

 Plastic tray or large plate, pipette, latex-free gloves or washing-up gloves 

 Food flavouring (e.g. peppermint) or fragrance oils (e.g. rose); food flavouring is 

cheaper but also gives an aroma 

 Cookie cutters or muffin tins 

Method 

 Using a cheese grater, grate a bar of soap into a bowl 

 Each YP should decide upon their recipe and write it down 

 Add 50-100ml of warm water very slowly, a few drops at a time. Mix it in well – the 

mixture should be mouldable but not runny, a bit like chewing gum 

 Add some drops of food colouring, food flavouring, or fragrance oil 

 Mould soap into whatever shape you want using your hands, cookie cutters, press into 

a cupcake case or other shaping device 

 Set soaps to dry 

 Did it work? Which soaps look best and why?  

Results 
 Hold discussion of entrepreneurship – could a small business be started from such a 

simple process?  

METHOD: SOAP CHALLENGE 



FRUIT BATTERY CHALLENGE 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES  

 1. In this simple experiment, YP will create their own battery with the use 

of citrus fruits, with a power that is strong enough to make a small 

bulb light up 

 

 Citrus fruits such as lemons, 

limes, oranges, etc. 

 Copper nail (recommended 

size in length is two inches 

or longer) 

 Small light bulb (preferable 

coloured or opaque with a 

two inch lead with enough 

wire to connect it to the 

nails) 

 Electrical tape 

 Zinc nail or galvanized nail 

(also two inches or longer) 

 

Timing ➔  1 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity  



METHOD: FRUIT BATTERY 

Resources 

 Citrus fruits: lemons, limes, oranges, grapefruit  

 Copper nail (recommended size in length is two inches or longer) 

 Small light bulb (preferable coloured or opaque with a two inch lead with enough wire to 

connect it to the nails) 

 Electrical tape 

 Zinc or galvanized nail (two inches or longer)  

 Micro ammeter (optional) 

Method 

 The first step: get YP (individually or in teams) to take citrus fruit of choice, squeeze firmly on 

all sides without breaking the skin the aim is to soften the citrus fruit enough to extract its 

juices 

 The next step is to puncture the citrus fruit with the nails. Insert the nails into the fruit about 

two inches away from each other, in such a way that the two nails stop at the centre of the 

fruit without touching. Be careful inserting each nail. Go slowly, being sure not to go through 

the fruit completely 

 With the nails inserted into the citrus fruit, it is time to prepare your bulb. Take your bulb and 

peel off its plastic insulation, expose the wire underneath. Wrap the exposed wires around 

the head of the two nails. Use the electrical tape to secure each end of the wire on the nails. 

 With the bulb's wires attached securely to both the copper nail and the galvanized nail, your 

coloured bulb will light up! 

Results 

 Citrus fruits have an acidic content, and the more acidic it is, the better it is for conducting 

electricity. This is the reason why even though the nails were not touching each other, your 

fruit battery still worked! The fruit contains positively charged ions. When you inserted the 

galvanized or zinc nail into the fruit, the negatively charged ions or the electrons started to 

move from the fruit to the zinc nail thus leaving the protons in the fruit. This transfer of 

electrons generates electricity as soon as you attach the wires to the nail. 



SPAGHETTI TOWER  

CHALLENGE 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will work in groups and will build a strong tower using spaghetti 

and marshmallows, that can support a Creme Egg 

 

2. YP will trial and error different designs in their teams, and the 

strongest tower wins!  

 

For each group of YP:  

 

 A handful of dried spaghetti, 

around a quarter of a pack (you 

can use any type of spaghetti, 

but for fair testing purposes 

everyone should have the same 

brand) 

 Four marshmallows 

 One Creme Egg 

 Teacher's materials 

 Metre ruler or tape measure 

 Stopwatch 

 Camera (optional) 

 

Timing ➔  1 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity - teamwork, communication 



Resources 

 A handful of dried spaghetti, around a quarter of a pack (you can use any type of spaghetti, but 

for fair testing purposes everyone should have the same brand) 

 Marshmallows  

 Creme Egg 

 Tape measure  

 Stopwatch  

 Camera (optional) 

Method 

 To set up this investigation set up YP in groups of two or three. Give out the equipment to each 

group – using chocolate eggs instead of real eggs will probably mean less mess! Remember to 

make sure that everyone gets the same amount of spaghetti and marshmallows. 

 Set the stopwatch for five minutes.  

 The instruction for every group is that they must build the tallest free-standing tower that will hold 

the egg for at least 30 seconds, using only the equipment provided 

 After the time limit is up, visit each group in turn and ask them to put their egg on their tower. If 

the tower is still standing after 30 seconds you should measure it and compare it to the other 

groups’ towers. Use a stopwatch or get the group to count out loud to 30 to ensure fair testing 

Results 

 What building techniques make the tower stronger? 

 Could you build a stronger tower with more of the same materials? What alternative materials 

would be better? 

 Does the size of the base alter the strength of the tower? 

 Is it possible to make a bridge using a similar method? How could you test it? 

 How do you think you worked as a group? Did you assume different roles? Did all groups work 

in the same way? 

METHOD: SPAGHETTI TOWER 



Timing ➔ 30 min 

Use for ➔ Session Activity  

MATCHBOX GUITAR 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will make a miniature guitar, and visualise how string 

instruments work. YP can work in groups to produce their 

guitars 

 

See the full method on the next page 

 Matchbox 

 Rubber bands 

 Wood that can be carved 

(recommended wood is balsa wood 

because it is light and soft and has 

a coarse open grain) 

 Carving knife 

 



Resources 

 Matchbox 

 Rubber bands  

 Wood that can be carved (soft wood like balsa wood)  

 Carving knife (alternative: use pre-bought small wood blocks so no cutting is needed, 

or facilitator to cut the wood before activity) 

Method 

 To start off, take wood and if cutting, use carving knife to make the body of the guitar. 

Slice the wood into a flat triangle so that the length of its longest side is a few units 

longer than the width of the matchbox 

 Empty the matchbox and then place the wooden triangle across the width of the 

matchbox, allowing the corner to protrude on one side. Trim the side that protrudes 

from the box. Now, put the remaining wood onto the matchbox and then slide the box 

open, leaving a quarter of it closed 

 Now, fit the rubber bands around the matchbox on the long side. Make sure you 

arrange the rubber bands evenly, as these will serve as the strings of your miniature 

guitar. To keep the strings tight and snug, pull the matchbox open just a little bit more. 

 A photo of finished guitar can be found here: Matchbox Guitar  

Results 
  YP create sounds by plucking the strings. Can they make any songs? Work together 

to draft a simple tune?  

METHOD: MATCHBOX  

GUITAR 

https://explorable.com/make-a-matchbox-guitar


BALLOON ROCKET CARS 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will make balloon rocket cars. They will then compete with 

each other’s cars to see which one shoots off the fastest, 

recording the different speeds and thinking about “action and 

reaction” (Newton’s 3rd Law). YP can work in groups to make 

their cars 

 

See the full method on the next page 

For each car:  

 

 Plastic water bottle, about 500ml 

 Four plastic bottle caps 

 Flexi drinking straws 

 Duct tape or masking tape 

 Four pins 

 Party balloon 

 Hammer and nails 

 Wooden skewers 

 

Timing ➔  1 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity – teamwork, problem solving, creativity 



Resources 
 Plastic water bottles, about 500ml, four plastic bottle caps 

 Flexi drinking straws, Duct tape or masking tape 

 Pins, party balloons, hammer and nails, wooden skewers 

Method 

 YP should set themselves up in groups of two-three. The first step is to create the car. Take the plastic 

water bottle. This will serve as the body of the car. Next is to attach its wheels on each side using the 

bottle caps. To do this, take the flexi drinking straws and cut them in two. Use the duct tape or the 

masking tape to attach them to the body. The 4 pins will serve as the wheel axles. Run them through 

the straws to prevent the wheels from being crooked. Get a hammer and nail to create holes through 

the centre of all the four bottle caps. Part the wooden skewer in two, approximately 1.5 inches longer 

than the cut straws. Insert the wooden skewers through the centre holes of the bottle cap. YP should 

test their cars to make sure the wheels roll smoothly 

 Now create the balloon rocket. Take the party balloon and inflate it. Create a nozzle by taping four 

drinking straws to each other. Insert the straw in the opening of the balloon and put masking tape 

around it to secure the position of the straw to the balloon opening. Make sure that there is no other 

room for air to exit through than the straw you have just inserted. The size of the nozzle is important 

as creating a very narrow one will prevent the air from freely escaping from the balloon thus affecting 

the speed of your balloon rocket car. On the other hand, if the nozzle is too wide, the air will escape 

too quickly, affecting the running distance of the car 

 Attach the balloon to the bottle car. YP can do this by cutting an X shape on top of the car with the use 

of a knife. After cutting the X shape on top of the car, thread the nozzle through the opening and out 

the opening of the plastic bottle. Allow one inch of the nozzle to stick out of the opening of the bottle.  

 Video Demo  

Results 

 YP should place cars on a long flat and hard surface to test that balloon rocket car is working. Inflate 

the balloon using the straw protruding out of the bottle opening. Hold the base of the balloon so it 

stops the air from being released. All at once, let cars zoom away by letting go of their grip, allowing 

the air to exit through the straw nozzle.  

 Newton's Third Law of Motion called Action and Reaction. This law states that "Every action has an 

equal and opposite reaction". 

METHOD: BALLOON ROCKET CARS 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Dw6N0Tn_sU


FIZZY DRINKS CHALLENGE 

Timing ➔ 1-2 hours 

Use for ➔ Session Activity – teamwork, kitchen science 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. In this activity, YP will work in teams to make their own Ginger 

Beer. There is a competition at the end: a blind test between 

homemade and store-bought Ginger Beer 

2. Round One: YP work in teams and follow the ginger beer recipe 

from the appendix in order to make a batch of ginger beer. They 

will record their process: how they choose who will do what in their 

group, how they made sure they followed the recipe 

3. Round Two: blind taste testing. A volunteer panel of YP judges will 

taste store bought Vs. homemade ginger beer and vote on which 

is best 

 Sauce Pan 

 Mesh Strainer  

 Funnel  

 

For each ginger beer batch:  

 One cup granulated sugar 

 1/2 cup water 

 Two tbsp grated fresh ginger 

 1/8 tsp active dry yeast 

 Three tbsp freshly squeezed 

lemon juice 

 Seven cups filtered water 

 Clean two litre plastic soda 

bottle 

 



METHOD: FIZZY DRINKS  

Resources 

 Sugar, water, fresh ginger  

 Active dry yeast, lemons  

 Soda water and plastic bottle, funnel  

Method 

 YP choose roles for themselves within teams of two-three 

 Peel a chunk of the ginger with the tip of a teaspoon - the papery skin scrapes right off - and grate it, 

using the fine side of your grater. Place the ginger, sugar, and water in a saucepan over medium heat 

and stir until the sugar is dissolved. Let the mixture sit for 20minutes and then strain it, and allow to 

cool. This is the ginger syrup. Now, pour the syrup in bottle with 8oz of fizzy water 

 If you have more time with the YP, place a funnel in the top of the bottle. Sprinkle the yeast in, 

followed by the syrup, lemon juice, and water 

 Put the lid on the bottle and shake the concoction until the yeast is dissolved. Stow it on a shady shelf 

or in your pantry out of direct sunlight for two-three days, or until fizz is achieved. At this point it is 

ready to drink, and must be stored in the refrigerator to prevent further fermentation. Don't forget 

about the bottle, or the pressure will build up so much that it may explode! 

 Once both teams have their ginger beer, they should compare with store bought and note any 

differences. Then, some volunteer judges can be blindfolded, and taste test the homemade vs. store 

bought. Which is best?  

Results 

 As with any yeast-powered beverage, the fermentation process continues unless you prevent it from 

happening. Refrigerating will slow the process down but not stop it completely, that's why it’s best to 

treat ginger beer as a perishable beverage. Consume within one-two weeks. CAUTION: be sure to 

open the bottle every day to release the extra gas, otherwise the bottle might explode!  



SQUASHED TOMATOES 

Timing ➔ 1-1.5 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity – teamwork, communication, problem solving, creative thinking 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. The problem: In Nepal many farmers living on the 

mountainside grow fruit and vegetables, including tomatoes. To 

earn a living they need to sell these at the local market. The 

problem is getting to market involves a long, dangerous walk 

down the mountain side and over a river, at the end of which 

the tomatoes may well be a bit squashed 

2. The challenge: To design, build and test a way of moving 

tomatoes that won't squash them! the group that transports the 

heaviest weight of tomatoes wins.  

 

See the full method on the next page 

 Baskets  

 A mix of means to transport a basket 

(string, rope, pulleys, makeshift 

ramps, etc.) 

 String 

 Tape 

 Tomatoes  

More resource ideas for the 

challenge 

http://practicalaction.org/squashed-tomato-challenge-5
http://practicalaction.org/squashed-tomato-challenge-5


METHOD: SQUASHED  

TOMATOES 

Resources  

 Things to make a framework or basket from (e.g. K’Nex, Lego, Meccano, margarine 

tubs), and a means to attach their basket/framework to mode of transport and pulleys, 

ramps, or similar to allow baskets to move. (Examples: paper clips, newspaper, plastic 

nets, rulers, card, paper cups, boxes, cardboard tubes) 

 String, tape  

Method 

 Set context by explaining the problem faced by farmers in Nepal, maybe showing some 

images from Nepal. The YP work in small groups to design and build a model that can 

transport as many cherry tomatoes at the same time without squashing them 

 The tomatoes need to be transported a minimum of one metre along the ground 

starting from desk height. However, the challenge is more spectacular, and you are 

more likely to get squashed tomatoes if you set a height of more than two metres, and 

a horizontal distance of one and a half to two metres (This can be done by starting the 

run from the top of a metre rule standing vertically on top of a desk, chair or stool, 

taking care to ensure it’s safely set up and supervised) 

 The tomatoes cannot be touched whilst they are moving, catapulted or ‘flown’ in any 

way. They must be moved in a controlled way so they don’t just crash into the ground 

and get squashed 

 In both cases, the group that transports the heaviest weight of tomatoes wins 

Results 

 After challenge, show YP videos about ropeways in Nepal. Nepalese Ropeways 

 Did their ropeways work? Could they expand on their own designs to something that 

would?  

http://practicalaction.org/video-aerial-ropeways-nepal


TOOTHPASTE CHALLENGE 

Timing ➔ 1 – 1.5 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity – teamwork, communication 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. In this activity, YP will work in teams to make their own 

toothpastes with varying flavours and textures. At the end, 

blindfold a panel of volunteer YP judges to do a blind taste 

test 

 

2. Follow the toothpaste activity guide and once a final method is 

made, YP should record their recipe on paper or tablet and 

make a promo flyer for it 

 

3. Finally, there will be a judging panel! Judges to vote on best 

toothpaste 

 

See the full method on the next page 

 Standard shop-bought toothpastes 

 Baking soda baking soda 

 Fine Himalayan or pure sea salt  

 Peppermint extract  

 Five-six other food flavour extracts 

(Orange, Cherry, Vanilla, Almond, 

etc.)  

 Water  

 Mixing Bowls  

 

Note: no swallowing of the 

toothpastes! 

http://www.diynatural.com/go/amazon.php?asin=B000GCOKN0
http://www.foodieflavours.com/


Resources 

 Baking soda 

 Fine Himalayan or pure sea salt  

 Peppermint extract, and five-six other food flavour extracts (Orange, Cherry, Vanilla, 

Almond, etc.)  

 Water, Mixing Bowls 

Method 

 Separate YP into teams of two or three. Have them brainstorm their toothpaste recipe 

based on the ingredients at their disposal. They should record their recipe on a piece of 

paper or tablet 

 Mix together baking soda, optional salt, and peppermint. Add a little water at a time, 

stirring after each addition, until paste reaches desired consistency 

 In teams, compare homemade toothpaste with store bought. YP should then amend 

their recipe if they feel theirs is not quite right 

 Once the second batch is ready, YP should record their final recipe and make a promo 

flyer to go with it 

 Finally, they should present their final recipe to blind tasting panel of volunteer YP or 

Executives. Blindfold judges and have them vote on the best toothpaste 

 Young people should not swallow any toothpaste 

Results 

 Look at ingredients of store bought toothpaste vs. homemade, what are the 

differences? Is this good or bad? Have YP Google why baking soda cleans and whitens 

teeth. Are there other household products they could make at home, with natural 

ingredients?  

METHOD: TOOTHPASTE 

CHALLENGE 

http://www.foodieflavours.com/


LIE DETECTOR  

Timing ➔ 1 – 1.5 hour  

Use for ➔ Session Activity – teamwork, communication, body language 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will work in teams to build their own lie detector and 

explore how body language and heart rate reveals if subjects 

are telling the truth. The group or YP with the most accurate 

lie detector test wins 

 

Method on next page. 

 A blood-pressure monitor (or pulse 

meter) 

 A list of premade yes/no questions 

(about 10) to ask each test subjects 

 Pen and paper 

 Optional: Stethoscope 

 Optional: A watch 



Resources 
 A blood pressure monitor (use pulse rates if this is not available). 

 A list of premade yes/no questions (about 10) 

 Pen and paper 

Method 

 Have YP prepare a list of about 10 numbered questions that you are going to ask each other. 

Make sure they are 10 simple yes/no questions with no elaborate answers 

 Once a test subject has been seated, follow the instructions provided by your chosen blood 

pressure monitor. Most likely, it will require you to strap the cuff around the subject's arm. 

Instruct the test subject to purposely pick questions to lie on without revealing to you what 

they are and that they should remember which ones they lied on for the conclusion of the test 

 YP start asking prepared questions. They should observe the test subject's traits that seem to 

be out-of-place on certain questions. Perhaps they are fidgeting? Playing with their thumbs? 

Both of these could be signs of deception. YP should note thoughts for each question. When 

the subject is answering each of the questions, make sure to use the blood pressure monitor 

and record the rates 

 At the end of the questioning for each subject, hypothesise on which questions they think the 

test subject is lying on based on observed physical movements, traits, and blood pressure. 

The higher the blood pressure is, the more likely they are to have lied. At the same time, 

ask the test subject to write down on a piece of paper themselves the questions they actually 

lied on; no peeking! 

 Repeat steps until all members of team have been put through lie detector test 

Results 

 Compare hypotheses with test subjects' responses and evaluate how many questions the 

team got right out of the 10, for each round 

 Evaluate how well you did by finding number of questions you got right against the ones you 

got wrong 

METHOD: LIE DETECTOR  

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Omron-Basic-Blood-Pressure-Monitor/dp/B003CYK6FA/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1430387889&sr=8-1&keywords=blood+pressure+monitor


NEWS AND VIEWS  

Timing ➔ 1-2 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity – teamwork, communication, investigation, challenging assumptions 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will work in small groups to take on the role of journalists 

working on a 'hot' science news story with a tight deadline. 

They will weigh up the research and evidence from scientists 

and consider different points of view before presenting their 

own opinions about the story as a poster display 

2. Pick one debate topic from one of the Science Debate web 

pages 

3. Get YP to split into groups of two-three and spend 20 minutes 

researching their debate topic online as journalists who need 

to submit their opinions by midnight: which is an hour!  

4. Finally, get YP to debate against other teams their varying 

opinions on their research topic 

 Computer with internet or tablets  

 Pen and paper  

 Debating Science Issues 

 Science Debate  

http://www.debate.org/debates/?debating=true&page=1&order=2&sort=1


AUDIO SOUNDS: RADIO 

APOREE 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

1. YP will work in teams make their own recordings of a place of their 

choosing nearby, and then upload their audio recording to Aporee 

online 

2. Take the YP on a 30 min walk outside around your Centre. 

OPTIONAL: If raining, you can stay in centre, but will need to make 

recordings of specific actions such as: someone making a cup of 

tea or cooking, someone having a music session, etc. 

3. On the walk, the YP will pick a place that has sounds going on that 

interest them that they feel represents the area well. They will need 

to use Quick Voice app to record the noise 

4. Once back, ask them to write down what they liked about the noise 

and how it represented that certain area to them 

5. Finally, they will upload their audio file to the computer and then 

open Aporee, find their location, and upload their audio file to the 

map 

 Tablets and/or mobile phones  

 Quick Voice App (Free to 

Download)  

 Computers with internet 

 Aporee  

 About Aporee  

Timing ➔ 1 hour 

Use for ➔ Session Activity – technology, communication 

http://aporee.org/maps/
http://aporee.org/maps/info/
http://aporee.org/maps/info/


LOGIC PUZZLES 



Timing ➔ 10 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker/Quick Activity – logical thinking, teamwork, communication  

LOGIC PUZZLE: 

CROSSING THE RIVER 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Ask YP to work in teams to solve answer for this question:  

 

A cat needs to bring a wolf, a goat, and a cabbage across the 

river. The boat is tiny and can only carry one passenger at a time. If 

he leaves the wolf and the goat alone together, the wolf will eat the 

goat. If he leaves the goat and the cabbage alone together, the goat 

will eat the cabbage.  

 

How can he bring all three safely across the river? 

 Paper and pen  

 

Solution: Take the goat over first.  

Then you can take either one, and 

bring the goat back. Take the cabbage 

over to accompany the wolf. Then take 

the goat back on the last trip. Cat, 

Goat, Wolf, Cabbage  

http://britton.disted.camosun.bc.ca/jbwolfgoat.htm
http://britton.disted.camosun.bc.ca/jbwolfgoat.htm


Timing ➔ 10 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker/Quick Group Activity – logical thinking, teamwork, communication  

LOGIC PUZZLE:  

DUNGEON DOOR 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Ask YP to work in teams to solve answer for this question:  

 

You’re in a dungeon with two doors. One leads to escape, the other 

to execution. There are only two other people in the room, one of 

whom always tells the truth, while the other always lies. You don’t 

know which is which, but they know that the other always lies or 

tells the truth. You can ask one of them one question, but, of 

course, you don’t know whether you’ll be speaking to the truth-teller 

or the liar. So what single question can you ask one of them that will 

enable you to figure out which door is which and make your 

escape? 

  

 Paper and pen  

 

Solution: You ask either of them: “If I 

asked the other person which door is 

the one to escape, which would he 

point to?” Then you take the other door. 

Dungeon Door   

http://kristof.blogs.nytimes.com/2015/04/25/that-pesky-problem-of-two-doors/


Timing ➔ 10 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker/Quick Group Activity – logical thinking, teamwork, communication  

LOGIC PUZZLE:  

UNUSUAL SUSPECTS 

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Ask YP to work in teams to solve answer for this question:  

 

The police have arrested Jim, Bud, and Sam for robbing a bank – 

one of them is guilty. At the police station, Jim says he is innocent, 

Bud says he is innocent, and Sam says Bud is guilty. Only one of 

these statements is be true. You are the police officer. Which one is 

it?  

 Paper and pen  

 

Solution: If Jim's statement is true it 

means that both Bud and Sam are 

lying, which if you look at the 

statements is a contradiction. But if 

Bud's statement is true it means Jim is 

guilty and bud is innocent. It means 

that Jim robbed the bank. Unusual 

Suspects  

http://www.mathsatsharp.co.za/index.php/grade-12-ncs-mathematics/116-teachers/newsletters/321-answer-to-july-s-riddle.html
http://www.mathsatsharp.co.za/index.php/grade-12-ncs-mathematics/116-teachers/newsletters/321-answer-to-july-s-riddle.html


Timing ➔ 10 minutes 

Use for ➔ Icebreaker, Quick Group Activity – logical thinking, teamwork, communication  

LOGIC PUZZLE: 

TASMANIAN CAMELS  

ACTIVITY RESOURCES 

Ask YP to work in teams to solve answer for this question:  

 

Four Tasmanian camels travelling on a very narrow ledge (one 

camel wide) encounter four Tasmanian camels coming the other 

way. As everyone knows, Tasmanian camels never go backwards, 

especially when on a precarious ledge. The camels will climb over 

each other, but only if there is a camel sized space on the other 

side. The camels didn't see each other until there was only exactly 

one camel's width between the two groups. 

 

How can all camels pass, allowing both groups to go on their way, 

without any camel reversing? 

 

 Paper and pen  

 

Solution: First a camel from one side 

moves forward, then two camels from 

the other side move forward, then three 

camels from the first side move forward 

etc. Tasmanian Camels 

http://www.folj.com/puzzles/

